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Summary
We humans have come to a great choice-point in our evolutionary journey.

Humanity has become so powerful that we appear to be
doing irreparable harm to our home, Earth. Although humans

JOURNEY

have been faced with challenges throughout history, we have
never before been confronted with a challenge together. Our

We humans have
come to a great
choice-point in
our evolutionary

time is unique in one crucial respect: the circle has closed—
there is nowhere to escape. For the first time in our history,
the entire human population is confronted with a
predicament whose solution will require us to work together
in a common enterprise that respects our rich diversity.

is, in reality, an
initiation into a
new relationship
with one another
and the Earth. The

Our time of apparent crisis is, in reality, an initiation into a new relationship with one

another and the Earth. The coming initiation represents a time of birth—a stressful but entirely
natural process. Reaching this stage does not represent an evolutionary failure but rather is an
expression of our great success as a species.

▼

of apparent crisis

▼

journey. Our time

The human family has been on a long and purposeful journey, working toward our

early adulthood. Metaphorically, we seem to be in our teenage years as a species and on the verge
of a new stage of maturity as we become a planetary civilization.

represents a time of
birth—a stressful
but entirely

Two sets of trends and forces are considered in this report. The first set is called

“adversity trends” because they present unyielding challenges to further growth along historical
lines (for example, global climate change). The other set can be called “transforming factors” as they
present humanity with extraordinary opportunities for development along new lines (for example,
the global communications revolution).

▼

natural process.

▼

coming initiation

Many of these driving trends seem to reach critical thresholds in the decade of the 2020s.

Difficulties that may seem relatively isolated until then (such as poverty, climate change, world
population growth, species extinction, and water shortages) could coalesce into a tight and
unyielding web—a whole-system crisis.
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The 2020 Challenge—Summary

Reaching the stage of an environmental, social, and spiritual crisis—hitting an

“evolutionary wall”—does not represent an evolutionary failure as it is a result of our great success.
Failure or success will hinge upon the choices we make on reaching this turning point in human
evolution.

▼

CHANGES
An evolutionary wall presents humanity with an identity crisis at least as great as our

ecological crisis: Who are we as a species? What is our larger story? What is the relationship we want
with one another and with the larger web of life?

Changes at every

▼

level are needed for
Changes at every level are needed for us to realize an evolutionary leap forward—such as

sustainable patterns of consumption at the individual level; new approaches to poverty eradication;
new types of housing and community at the neighbourhood level; new policies with regard to
energy, the environment, the economy, and education at the national and global level; and new
partnerships among people from the local to the global level.

us to realize an
evolutionary leap
forward—such as
sustainable patterns
of consumption at
the individual level
and new partnerships
among people from
the local to the
global level.
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Forward

What follows is the abridged version of Duane Elgin’s report that was commissioned
in the spring 1998.

Chance and

This report is the first step in what we hope will help define
a whole-systems context for the evolutionary moment of choice

necessity are the

that humanity is facing. When the “race to put a man on the

first two powers

moon” was declared in the 1960s, extraordinary breakthroughs in

that shape life.

science, technology, business, and education resulted. In a

The third is niche

similar manner, the 2020 challenge can serve as a strategic focus

creation, or more
generally, conscious
choice.

for generating breakthroughs in humanity’s collective awareness, investments, and actions toward
creating an ecologically and socially sustainable future. This report begins to build the case for
creating a strategic “whole system” organizing effort designed to meet the challenge to humanity’s
sustainability that many experts expect to develop by the decade of the 2020s. We call this
Campaign 2020. The initiative was first incubated at Union Theological Seminary, and is aligning

—Brian Swimme and

leading businesses, NGOs, and commercial and philanthropic investors to enhance strategic

Thomas Berry, The

planning, resources, media, and coordinated action to “get the job done,” to consciously birth the

Universe Story

world we want to bequeath to our great-grandchildren.
The 2020 Challenge Report synthesizes the trend data describing the severe dimensions of the
coming challenge, as well as the countervailing opportunity trends that—if sufficiently leveraged
through conscious choice and investment—can engender an ecologically and socially sustainable
world civilization. This working-draft report was presented at the Ecumenical Earth Conference held
at Union and Auburn Theological Seminaries with the intention of encouraging the dialogue,
building awareness for the needs and opportunities that the Campaign 2020 Initiative can address,
and cultivating the leadership team required to ensure its success.
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If we face up to the challenges described in this report with appropriate strategic action, we have
the historic opportunity to generate a planetary culture of harmony and justice among people, and
between human beings and all of creation. The choices made and actions taken by those of us who are
alive today will likely determine the future of our species.
Deborah E. Stern, Campaign 2020 Initiator
Dr. Holland L. Hendrix, Principal Collaborator, Campaign 2020
President (1990-1998), Henry Sloane Coffin Professor of Divinity (1998-99)
Union Theological Seminary

Postscript #1

CAPACITY
What are the
essential strategic
objectives that must
be met by the year
2020 if we are to

In Fall of 2001, as part of the 2020 Initiative, Environics International, Ltd. – a leading global survey
research and strategy company – asked experts from over 30 countries if the transition to sustainable
development was occurring fast enough to avert major, irreversible damage to human, social, and
ecosystem health. One in two expressed the view that without faster progress it is unlikely that
Humanity can avert irreversible damage, and another one in ten said it is already too late.
GlobeScan experts think that sustainable development needs the special impetus that
would come with a visionary objective and high-profile leadership (as described by Campaign
2020). When asked to rate the likely effectiveness of four possible initiatives to accelerate
progress toward sustainable development, two-thirds say that declaring a time-specific
generational objective on sustainable development (similar to Kennedy’s “man on the moon
within a decade”) with measurable deliverables would be most effective.

Postscript #2
The 2020 Initiative is now undertaking an unprecedented “global listening project,” formally
called The Global Stakeholder Panel on Globalization and Governance. This project will establish new
social metrics to help guide the social investment decisions that are shaping the future. It utilizes the
Internet, and the global communications, issues research, and management tools developed by
GlobeScan Research, Ltd. (formerly Environics International, Ltd.) to engage stakeholders throughout
the world, and from across all sectors, in a local-to-global “conversation” for the world we want. As
suggested in this report (page 18), our goal is to use the transformative power of global
communications to stretch across historic human divisions and emerge a working consensus about
the pathway forward to a sustainable future – using the year 2020 as a milestone.
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pathway for our
great grandchildren?
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Humanity’s
Evolutionary Journey
The

purpose

of

this

report

new possibilities for action that were not visible before. Our

1

problems will be no less serious. Plant and animal species are

CONTEXT

is

to

provide

a

larger

context

or

perspective

from which to view the environmental, social, and spiritual
challenges facing humanity. A more spacious context can reveal

still being destroyed at a frightening rate. Our population is still
expanding at a pace that our planet cannot support. We are still
gobbling up natural resources with virtually no concern for
future generations. We are still waging war against one another.

can alter who we

What a new perspective can do, however, is alter who we think ourselves to be in the face of these

think ourselves to

intertwined difficulties. We can shift from being the victims of these problems to becoming the

be in the face of our

pioneers of a sustainable and meaningful future for ourselves and our planet.

intertwined

As a way to begin creating this new perspective, let us briefly review the evolutionary road that

difficulties. We can

we humans have travelled thus far. Since awakening in the infancy of our species as hunter-

shift from being the

gatherers in the harsh environment of the ice ages roughly 50,000 years ago, humanity has been

victims of these

embarked on a long journey of learning and discovery. Even in this early phase of modern life,
humans explored and settled virtually every part of the Earth. With the end of the ice ages roughly
10,000 years ago, we began to settle down. Small villages came into existence. The focus of life was
farming, and the food surplus that peasants produced made possible the eventual rise of small

problems to
becoming the
pioneers of a

cities. Then, roughly 5,000 years ago, city-states and empires abruptly began to form in the Middle-

sustainable and

East, Egypt, India, and China. At this time, all of the basic arts of civilization were developed, such

meaningful future

as writing, mathematics, astronomy, civil codes, and a central government. Still, the vast majority of

for ourselves and

humanity lived with no expectation of material progress. Then, around 300 years ago, the industrial
revolution began in Europe and has since spread around the world, particularly in the last halfcentury. Our ideas about human progress became linked with progress in material production and
consumption. The old ideas have run us into undeniable limits to growth.
Now, at the turn of the millennium, we find ourselves in an unprecedented situation. Humanity
has become so powerful that we appear to be doing irreparable harm to the Earth. We are being

1

A new perspective
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our planet.

Humanity’s Evolutionary Journey

1
CHOICE POINT

called on to develop a new level of maturity and responsibility. We also see the positive stirrings of
a sustainable future in countless experiments at the grassroots and institutional levels around the
world. We have come to a great choice-point in our journey. Although humans have been faced with
challenges throughout history, we have never before been confronted with a challenge together. Our
time is unique in one crucial respect: the circle has closed—there is nowhere to escape. For the first
time in our history, the entire human population is confronted with a predicament whose solution

For the first time in

will require us to work together in a common enterprise that respects our rich diversity.

our history, the

How can we make sense of this journey? Is humanity living out a larger story whose outlines we

entire human

are only now beginning to recognize? Joseph Campbell, a world-renowned scholar who invested his

population is
confronted with a
predicament whose

life exploring the myths and stories that have brought meaning to people and civilizations
throughout history, discovered a common story at the heart of the world’s cultures. He called this
story the “hero’s journey.” The standard pathway of this journey has three stages: separation,
initiation, and return.1 The hero begins by leaving his home; he sets out on a journey of learning and

solution will

discovery, with many trials and tests along the way. This is the separation stage. There comes a point

require us to work

in his journey where the hero undergoes a supreme test and initiation—crossing the threshold of

together in a

the limitations of a former life and discovers a new and larger possibility in life. With that hard-won,

common enterprise
that respects our
rich diversity.

sacred knowledge, he returns from his adventure with the capacity for personal renewal or even,
says Campbell, “the means for the regeneration of society.”2
Applying this simple model of separation, initiation, and return to the journey of homo-sapiens,
we might assert that humanity is in the waning hours of separation and preparing to make the
initiation—making the transition from one kind of life to another. Our time of apparent crisis is, in
reality, an initiation into a new relationship with one another and the Earth. The coming initiation
represents a time of birth—a stressful but entirely natural process.3
Reaching this stage does not represent an evolutionary failure but rather is an expression of our
great success as a species. It has taken roughly 50,000 years for us to pull ourselves free from
absorption in nature and stand apart in our uniqueness—able to reflect on ourselves and our
universe through the tremendous scientific understanding and technical sophistication we have
gained. Ironically, this same sophistication allows us to witness—through a whole system view—
the very ways in which our hard-won separation dramatically threatens our very survival. As T.S.
Eliot wrote, “And the end of all our exploring, Will be to arrive where we started and know the place
for the first time.”4

2
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1
INITIATION
And the end of all
our exploring, Will
be to arrive where
we started and
know the place for
the first time.
—T.S. Eliot,
Four Quartets
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2
PUSH AND PULL

Humanity’s Initiation:
An Evolutionary Wall

Here is how William D. Ruckelshaus, the former director of the Environmental Protection
Agency, describes the evolutionary task that we are facing:
Can we move nations and people in the direction of
sustainability? Such a move would be a modification of
society comparable in scale to only two other changes: the

If humanity feels

Agricultural Revolution (of 10,000 years ago) and the

the pull of realistic

Industrial Revolution of the past two centuries. Those

visions of a

revolutions were gradual, spontaneous, and largely

sustainable and
meaningful future
and, simultaneously,
feels the push to
respond to mounting

unconscious. This one will have to be a fully conscious operation … If we actually do it, the
undertaking will be absolutely unique in humanity’s stay on the Earth.5
To accomplish this unique task will likely require a combination of the push of necessity and
the pull of opportunity. If humanity feels the pull of realistic visions of a sustainable and meaningful
future and, simultaneously, feels the push to respond to mounting difficulties, the combination
could move us forward with breathtaking speed.

difficulties, the
combination could
move us forward with
breathtaking speed.

Today, we appear to be pushing up against an unyielding barrier to historical patterns of
development. We can clarify this time of initiation and turning by distinguishing between an
“ecological wall” and an “evolutionary wall.”
An ecological wall refers to the physical limits of the global ecosystem to support our species.
We are fast approaching these limits because we are consuming more resources than the Earth can
renew and polluting the environment with more than it can absorb. Nearly every organism will
exploit its ecological niche to the fullest extent; thus, overshoot and collapse are a common
occurrence in natural systems. We learn through experience, and since we have never encountered
this situation before it seems only natural that humanity would reach, and then extend beyond, the
limits of the Earth’s ecosystem. Since we have never before had such powerful access to the entire
planet as our ecological niche, we have no experience exercising restraint as a species and caring for
the overall biosphere.

4
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Humanity’s Initiation: An Evolutionary Wall

and from nature, extreme competitiveness and greed, cynicism in politics, and despair for the future.

2

How much poverty, alienation, and misery can humanity experience without eventually damaging

WALL

An evolutionary wall refers not only to the physical limits of the Earth’s ability to sustain
humanity, but also to our own social and spiritual limits to sustain dysfunctional and destructive
behaviors. Modern, industrial civilization is breeding pathological behavior—alienation from others

our collective psyche and soul? An evolutionary wall presents humanity with an identity crisis at
least as great as our ecological crisis: Who are we as a species? What is our larger story? What is
the journey we are on, and where are we going? What is the relationship we want with one another
and with the larger web of life?

We are not simply
headed toward an
ecological wall of

We are not simply headed toward an ecological wall of physical limitation, but toward an
even more demanding evolutionary wall that will test the invisible factors of humanity’s
consciousness, compassion, and creativity. We will hit the ecological wall when we run up against
nature’s outer limits, and we will hit the evolutionary wall when we run up against humanity’s inner

but toward an even
more demanding
evolutionary wall

limits.
This report is focused on the evolutionary wall that humanity faces and on our challenge not
only to maintain ourselves (by avoiding a destructive crash) but to surpass ourselves (by

that will test the
invisible factors of

deliberately creating an evolutionary bounce). An evolutionary bounce could be viewed as a leap

humanity’s

forward in the unfolding of humanity’s potentials. Given the challenges we are facing, an

consciousness,

evolutionary bounce would probably involve working together to build a way of life that is:

compassion, and

• Sustainable—in harmony with the Earth’s biosphere (the physical ecosystem);
• Satisfying—in harmony with others humans (the social-cultural ecosystem);
• Soulful—in harmony with the “life force” (the spiritual ecosystem).
To develop our lives harmoniously in these three areas, the human family would be doing much
more than reacting to an ecological wall. We would be making a conscious turn toward a higher level
of maturity, community, and evolutionary opportunity. Two compelling reasons for making this turn
are, first, it is eminently desirable and leads to a higher quality of life; and, second, it is necessary if
we are to avoid creating a planet that is hotter, hungrier, poorer, more racially, socially, and
economically divided, more polluted, diseased, and biologically impoverished. 6
Although our future is uncertain, we already have all the resources and capacities we need for
a successful journey to a sustainable, compassionate, and creative planetary civilization. The choice
is in our hands. As biologist Lewis Thomas describes:

5

physical limitation,
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creativity.

Humanity’s Initiation: An Evolutionary Wall

2
CONSCIOUS TURN

…If we can stay alive, my guess is that we will someday amaze ourselves by what we can
become as a species. Looked at as larvae, even as juveniles, for all our folly, we are a splendid,
promising form of life and I am on our side. 7
The balance of this summary report, considers two sets of trends that will create the context for
our initiation into a new level of maturity. Both sets of trends reflect circumstances of our own
making. The first set reveals humanity’s vulnerabilities and are called “adversity trends” because

Although our

they present unyielding challenges to further growth along historical lines (for example, global

future is uncertain,

climate change). The other set can be called “transforming factors” as they reveal our strengths and

we already have all

present humanity with extraordinary opportunities for development along new lines (for example,

the resources and
capacities we need

the global communications revolution). Finally, the convergence of these two powerful sets of forces
is considered.

for a successful
journey to a
sustainable,
compassionate, and
creative planetary
civilization. The
choice is in our
hands.
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however, a spectrum of views regarding the meaning and

3

impact of those trends. On the one hand, there are some who

WARNING

No one can predict the future with certainty, but we can make educated guesses
about how the major trends—population, resources,
environment—will unfold in the decades ahead. There is,

believe that, with engineering, biotechnology, and human
ingenuity, we can solve the problems we face and realize an
ever-improving future. On the other hand, there are others who
conclude from these same trends that humanity has already

senior members of

over-reached our relationship with life on our planet and that to secure a sustainable future for

the world’s

ourselves, we will need a change in human culture and consciousness, as much as a change in

scientific community,

technology.

hereby warn all

In 1992, over 1,600 of the world’s senior scientists, including a majority of the living Nobel
laureates in the sciences signed an unprecedented “Warning to Humanity.” In this historic
statement, they declared that “human beings and the natural world are on a collision course . . . that
may so alter the living world that it will be unable to sustain life in the manner that we know.” They
concluded with the following statement:
We, the undersigned senior members of the world’s scientific community, hereby warn all humanity
of what lies ahead. A great change in our stewardship of the earth and life on it is required, if vast
human misery is to be avoided and our global home on this planet is not to be irretrievably
mutilated. 8
Is this a valid warning? Do we truly face the “push of necessity” referred to earlier. Are we on a
collision course with nature and perhaps our own human nature?
To explore this important question, we shall look one generation into the future—the next 20
to 30 years. That will give us a rough idea of the kind of world that a child born today will likely
inhabit as a young adult. There are dozens of trends that we could consider; to keep the inquiry

7

We, the undersigned
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humanity of what
lies ahead.

Adversity Trends

3
CONSEQUENCES
There is growing
scientific consensus
that anything more
than a doubling

manageable, we shall consider only five: climate change, population growth, species extinction,
resource depletion, and global poverty. (The data concerning these trends is greatly summarized in
this abridged version of the report; a full amplification of the information is available in the complete
report.)

Global Climate Change
It is no accident that, of the 10 warmest years on record, all have occurred in the last 15 years.
In 1995, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)—the authoritative international body
charged by the United Nations to study global climate change—reached the conclusion that “there
is a discernible human influence on global climate.”9 They found that the primary cause for these
climate changes is the increase in greenhouse gases that trap heat in the atmosphere. The principal

of greenhouse gas

greenhouse gas is carbon dioxide, which comes from burning gasoline, coal, and natural gas. They

concentrations poses

have determined that we can expect at least a doubling of pre-industrial levels of carbon dioxide by

an unacceptable risk.

the middle of the next century.10 Yet, there is growing scientific consensus that anything more than a

Humanity is
conducting a global
experiment that could
have catastrophic
consequences.

doubling of greenhouse gas concentrations poses an unacceptable risk.11 Humanity is conducting a
global experiment that could have catastrophic consequences. When the atmospheric carbon
dioxide doubles, the impacts could include:
• Widespread disruption and dislocation of agricultural growing regions
• More rain in some areas, more drought in others
• Stronger storms, more floods, stronger hurricanes
• Stronger effects from El Nino
• Heat waves that kill people, animals, and crops
• Expansion of the Earth’s deserts
• Melting of the polar ice caps, with a rise in the sea level impacting coastal areas
• Spread of infectious diseases that endanger human and animal health
• Stress on the rest of the ecosystem (forests, wetlands, natural habitats)
• Enormous financial burdens placed on individuals, communities, nations, insurance
companies, and other public and private financial institutions.

8
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World Population Growth
Current trends in world population growth give reason for both optimism and concern.12 There
is cause for optimism because we seem to be moving in the direction of population stability. There
is cause for concern because there remains considerable momentum in world population growth

3
TRENDS

and stability is still many years away. Mid-range estimates are that population will grow for another
50 years before it peaks at around 10 billion—four billion more people than the number alive at the
year 2000. (The predicted range in global population in 2050 is between 8 and 12 billion people, with

There is cause for
optimism because we

10 billion being in the mid-range.) 13

seem to be moving in
Figure 2 shows world population growth in both developed and developing regions from
1750 (the beginnings of the industrial revolution), with projections to 2150.

the direction of
population

Figure 2: Trends and Projections in World Population Growth: 1750-2150
(in billions of persons)

Developed regions
Developing regions

1750

1850

1950

2050

cause for concern

10

because there

8

remains

6

considerable

4

momentum in world

2

population growth

0
2150

Source: World Resources, 1996-97

Within the time-frame covered by this report (roughly until the end of the 2020s), middle-range
estimates are that two to three billion people will be added to the Earth’s population.14 It is important
to note that 95 percent of this growth is expected to occur in the poorest countries, which can least
afford it, putting enormous pressures on natural resources and already overburdened cities. At the
turn of the millennium, the world is half rural and half urban; it is estimated that by 2050,
however, two-thirds of the world’s population will be urban. The shift to a predominantly urban
world will produce a radical change in humanity’s cultural consciousness. According to U.N.
estimates, by the year 2050, there will be 93 cities in the world with more than five million
inhabitants each; 80 of them (86 percent) will be in developing countries. In the Third World, huge

9

stability. There is
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and stability is still
many years away.

Adversity Trends

3
MEASURE

urban slums are emerging which lack paved roads, sewers, clean water, health care, fire and police
protection, and space to grow food. With overcrowding and a lack of sanitation, epidemics of the
past—like cholera, dysentery, and typhoid—are returning. If these U.N. estimates prove to be
correct, we will see an enormous burgeoning of these places of misery, pollution, and disease.

Mass Extinction of Species

Perhaps the most

Perhaps the most direct measure of the health of our planet’s biosphere is the status of its

direct measure of

biological diversity. By this measure, the health of the planet is in jeopardy as industrial activity is

the health of our
planet’s biosphere is

causing mass extinction of animal and plant species around the world. This also represents one of
the most confronting ethical dilemmas of the current ecological crisis. In 1998, the American
Museum of Natural History in New York commissioned a survey of 400 scientists; nearly 70 percent

the status of its

of the biologists polled said they believed that “mass extinction” is underway, and predicted that up

biological diversity.

to one-fifth of all living species could disappear within 30 years.15 Nearly all of the loss of plant and

The health of the

animal species is attributable to human activity. Ellen Futter, president of the Museum of Natural

planet is in jeopardy

History, commented that:

as industrial activity

This survey is a dramatic wake-up call to individuals, governments, and institutions that we are

is causing mass

facing a truly formidable threat not only to the health of the planet but also to humanity’s own well-

extinction of animal

being and survival—a threat that is virtually unrecognized by the public at large. 16

and plant species

Mass extinctions are progressively degrading the resilience and integrity of the whole

around the world.

biosphere. As plants and animals disappear, their absence can affect the entire ecosystem,

… progressively

particularly with regard to natural services such as pollination, seed dispersal, insect control, and

degrading the

nutrient cycling.17 In addition, a larger pool of species insures that there will be more candidates to

resilience and
integrity of the

take the place of those species that cannot weather catastrophic droughts, freezes, pest invasions,
and diseases.18 Biodiversity is also important to health care; for example, roughly 25 percent of the
drugs prescribed in the U.S. include chemical compounds from wild organisms. 19

whole biosphere.

Depletion of Natural Resources
We are depleting important renewable resources such as water faster than they can be
replenished, and we are consuming precious non-renewable resources such as petroleum with little
regard for future generations.
Sandra Postel, who does research on international water and sustainability issues, estimates
that, by 2025, nearly 40 percent of the world’s population will be living in countries whose water
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requirements projected for 2025.”21 Looking ahead even further, to the year 2050, former U.S.

3

Senator Paul Simon has this to say about the consequences of depleting water resources:

RESOURCES

supplies are too limited for food self-sufficiency.20 Among other reasons, supplies are short
because ground water is being over-pumped and water is being redirected from agriculture to cities.
Her study concludes that “water availability will be a serious constraint to achieving the food

It is no exaggeration to say that the conflict between humanity’s growing thirst and the
projected supply of usable, potable water could result in the most devastating natural disaster

It is no exaggeration

since history has been recorded accurately, unless something happens to stop it.22

to say that the

We are depleting cheap oil as well as water. The industrial era has fueled much of its growth on
a one-time gift from nature: the fossil fuels that accumulated over millions of years. In an article

humanity’s growing

entitled “The End of Cheap Oil” in Scientific American, Colin Campbell and Jean Laherrere, who have

thirst and the

each worked in the oil industry for more than 40 years, predict that conventional oil production will

projected supply of

begin to decline within a decade.23 They write, “There is only so much crude oil in the world, and the

usable, potable water

industry has found about 90 percent of it.” Even optimistic projections of remaining reserves
24

suggest that conventional oil will top out by 2020.25 While there are new technologies for locating
and extracting oil, and substitute forms of energy for a petroleum-based economy, it will take some

could result in the
most devastating

time to make the transition and there is no concerted global effort to implement a sustainable

natural disaster since

energy system. Therefore, it seems likely that the end of cheap oil will cause serious dislocations as

history has been

we make the transition to more renewable sources such as solar, wind, and geothermal.

recorded accurately,

An often overlooked but important consequence of the end of cheap oil will be an increasing

unless something

cost for maintaining high-productivity agriculture that relies on petroleum-based pesticides,

happens to

herbicides, and fertilizers. As will be discussed in a later section, at the very time the Earth will

stop it.

contain an added two to three billion people to feed, the skyrocketing cost of petroleum could
undermine the ability of the poorest countries to feed those additional billions. 26

Poverty and Diminished Opportunity
The late Prime Minister of Canada, Lester Pearson, observed: “No planet can survive half slave,
half free; half engulfed in misery, half careening along toward the supposed joys of an almost
unlimited consumption … Neither ecology nor our morality could survive such contrasts.”27 If the
world is increasingly divided into the rich and the impoverished, those who are relatively protected
and those who are directly threatened by environmental decay, then it will produce a volatile
situation that is ripe for revolutionary movements. It is also important to note that divisions along
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DIVIDED

race and ethnic lines are growing as a result of economic disparities the world over. Additionally, we
now have mounting evidence that environmental threats are disproportionately falling on racial and
ethnic minority groups. If the world is profoundly divided materially, there is little hope that it can
be united socially and spiritually. Figure 3 vividly illustrates how far we are from an equitable
distribution of global income. It shows the percent of global income distributed among five equal
segments of the world’s population:

If the world is

According to World Bank estimates, if the poverty line is set at $1 a day, 1.3 billion people (or

increasingly divided

roughly 20 percent of humanity) live in poverty. If the poverty line is set at $3 a day, 3.6 billion people

into the rich and the

(or roughly 60 percent of humanity) are poor. (By comparison, the official poverty line in the United

impoverished, those
who are relatively
protected and those

States is approximately $11 a day or $4,000 per year, per person). What this means is that grinding
poverty is the condition of life for a majority of the people in the world. While they do indicate how
widespread poverty is in the world, these aggregate statistics do not reveal the depth of that poverty
in our world. For example:

who are directly
threatened by
environmental decay,
then it will produce

Figure 3: Global Income Distribution45
World
population
arranged
by income

a volatile situation
that is ripe for

Richest

Distribution of income
The richest fifth receives 82.7%
of total world income

revolutionary
11.7% of income

movements.

2.3% of income

1.9% of income

Poorest

1.4% of income

The poorest fifth receives 1.4%
of total world income

Source: UNDP, Human Development Report 1992 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992)

• In Indonesia, the number of people living in absolute poverty (living on less than a $1 per day
per person) has suddenly doubled from 20 to 40 million people, with the recent economic crisis. The
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poverty is so extreme that doctors at two clinics said the number of patients had fallen by half
because they could no longer afford to pay the consultation fee, the equivalent of five cents in U.S.
currency. 29
• Although China’s economy is growing rapidly, the World Bank estimates that “more than onequarter of all Chinese—about 350 million—are in substantial deprivation, subsisting on less than $1

3
IF

a day. Of these, 60 to 100 million are on the edge of starvation with less than 60 cents a day.” 30

If the world is
Nothing reveals the vulnerability of the world’s poor more than the prospect of widespread food
scarcity. For these billions, even a small rise in the price of food can be a serious threat to survival.
When food production falls behind population growth, however, then how food is allocated
becomes an intense and immediate political issue. As Lester Brown says, while there are

materially, there is
little hope that it

substitutes for oil, there are no substitutes for food. China—which contains one-fifth of humanity—

can be united

has recently become a net food-importing nation, illustrating that we are entering a new age in

socially and

which relative food abundance is being replaced by one of scarcity. 31

spiritually.

Compounding this situation, by the 2020s, billions of people will be living in urban slums
without clean water, sanitation, telephones, transportation, health care, or a place to grow food—
and yet most will have access to television which shows them in vivid detail the high-consumption
lifestyles that will never be theirs. To have a majority of humanity struggle all day to make a meagre
living and then to view on television each evening a flood of advertisements from the affluent
world is to create a schizophrenic planet that is divided against itself. A world in which a majority
of people are both “wired and poor” is likely to be a highly unstable situation.32 It would be a world
in which neither peace nor sustainability would be possible.
The human family is in a real quandary as we pursue economic growth following the historic
development model. On the one hand, if poverty and famine grow in the world, then our collective
future will be in doubt as we descend into resource wars and the weapons of the powerless—
terrorism. On the other hand, if consumption grows unrestrained, then our collective future will
also be in doubt as we overtax the limits of the Earth’s ecosystems.
A World Bank report released in 1997 projects that five developing countries—Brazil, China,
India, Indonesia, and Russia—will become economic superpowers by 2020.33 To this situation, Lester
Brown poses the obvious question: “If the global economy is already overrunning its natural
capacities, what happens as China, India, and other fast-developing countries strive to emulate
the American lifestyle.” 34
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The only path through this dilemma—of increasing poverty on the one hand and natural
limits to unrestrained consumption on the other hand—seems to be a middle way of conscious
balance, with a new kind of justice. In Earth Community Earth Ethics, Larry Rasmussen writes that to
a great degree, we now share one another’s fate, so our choice is whether to promote one
another’s well-being as a way to promote our own.35 Basic justice and fairness are essential if we
are to live peacefully on this planet. Recognizing that, we could work to create the local conditions

to a great degree, we
now share one

around the world that enable people to provide the food, shelter, education, health care, and other
essentials needed to realize their potentials as productive and respected members of the human
family, and to be able to contribute to building a sustainable future.

another’s fate, so our
choice is whether to

A Global Challenge

promote one

The driving trends of climate change, population growth, loss of biodiversity, resource

another’s well-being

depletion, and poverty are not disconnected from one another. We are using up precious natural

as a way to promote

resources to fuel a global economy whose success is changing the global climate and supporting an

our own.
-Larry Rasmussen, Earth
Community Earth Ethics

unprecedented increase in world population. In turn, a dramatically larger population and expanding
industrialization are consuming an increasing proportion of the Earth’s biosphere and causing the
most massive extinction of species in the last 65 million years. One by-product of industrialization is
that several billion human beings now live in destitute poverty in urban slums.
When individual adversity trends interact and amplify each other’s impact, the result can be
a challenge to the entire planetary system. How critical this world-system challenge will become is
uncertain, but there seems little doubt that it will be sufficiently powerful to provide the rite of
passage required for humanity to move to a higher level of maturity and community. At a minimum,
the combined impact of adversity trends seems sufficient to motivate us to begin an earnest
dialogue about where we go from here.
This brief review of adversity trends presents a distressing picture of life one generation from
now. Still, it tells only half the story. In the next section we shall consider another set of forces that
could transform adversity into trail-blazing opportunity for the human family.
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The driving trends
of climate change,
population growth,
loss of biodiversity,
resource depletion,
and poverty are not
disconnected from
one another
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POWER

Factors Transforming
Adversity into Opportunity

Albert Einstein observed that we cannot solve problems at the same level at which
they are created; we must view them in a larger context in
order to solve them. A larger perspective can simplify that
which seems complex and allow new opportunities to
present themselves. There are at least four contextual

There are at least

factors that have the power to transform both human
relations and human-Earth relations, and thereby to foster a

four contextual

future that is sustainable, sociable, and soulful: a new

factors that have

perceptual paradigm or mindset that sees the universe as

the power to
transform both

alive; a global communications revolution; a shift to post-materialistic values: choosing to live
sustainably; and a growing appreciation of the power of love and requirement for justice.

human relations

As these four factors become increasingly alive in human experience, the potential for an

and human-Earth

evolutionary leap forward is amplified dramatically. Each of these factors is explored in more detail

relations, and
thereby to foster a

below.

A New Perceptual Paradigm

future that is
sustainable,
sociable, and
soulful

The most sweeping changes in human life have occurred when our sense of reality and identity
have changed—specifically, when we made the transition from a hunter-gatherer existence to
farming, and then from farming to urban-industrial society. In its simplest terms, we are now
opening our view of reality and human experience—from thinking that the universe is dead to
directly perceiving that it is alive. Different ways of living are engendered by these distinct
paradigms.
• If the universe is unconscious and dead at its foundations, then we are the product of blind
chance among materialistic forces. It is only fitting that we the living exploit on our own behalf that
which is dead. Because the universe is lifeless, it does not have a larger purpose or meaning, nor
does human existence. It is only natural, therefore, that we focus on consuming material things to
minimize life’s pains and maximize its comforts. Because we are ultimately separate beings in a
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lifeless universe, there are no deeper ethical or moral consequences to our actions beyond their
immediate, physical impacts.
• If the universe is conscious and alive at the foundation, then we are the product of a deepdesign intelligence that infuses the entire cosmos. A living universe has generated a living Earth
from which conscious, living human beings have emerged who can look back at creation with

4
LIVING

wonder, awe, and curiosity. If life is nested within life, then it is only fitting that we treat everything
that exists as alive and worthy of great respect. We shift from feelings of existential isolation to a

This idea of a living

sense of meaningful connection with the entire community of life, both present and future

universe is

generations. The focus of life shifts from a fascination with high-consumption lifestyles (intended to

expressed through

provide both material pleasures and material protection from an indifferent universe), and toward
sustainable and simple ways of living (intended to connect us with a purposeful and living universe
of which we are an integral part).

the scientific
discoveries of the
“new physics” and

This idea of a living universe is expressed through the scientific discoveries of the “new
physics” and through society. Less than a hundred years ago, Einstein thought that the universe was
a static, unchanging system no larger than our galaxy. Today, we know that, as physicist Brian
Swimme explains, “The universe emerges out of an all-nourishing abyss not only 15 billion years ago
but in every moment.”36 It is an integrated system in which everything in the cosmos is a flowing
movement that arises with everything else, moment by moment, in a process of continuous
regeneration.
Turning from science to society, national surveys in the United States indicate there is a shift in
perception underway that is congruent with this changing view of reality. Here are several examples
of the shift that is underway:
• A 1975 survey of U.S. adults found that 25 percent had the “sense that all the universe is
alive.”37 Contrast that finding with a 1994 survey that found that 55 percent of Americans considered
nature to be sacred or spiritual.38 In another survey that year, one-third of the respondents reported
having had a “mystical experience,” including a sense that “love underlies all things” and other
qualities congruent with a living universe.39
• The business literature is filled with articles and books viewing organizations as living and learning
systems. For example, Tachi Kiuchi, past chairman and CEO of Mitsubishi Electric America, suggests: “If
we ran our companies like the rain forest, imagine how creative, how productive, how ecologically benign
we could be. We can begin by operating less like a machine and more like a living system.”40
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COMMUNICATION

The paradigm shift from a dead to a living universe transforms the human story. We move from
a secular journey in a fragmented and lifeless cosmos without apparent meaning or purpose, and
into a sacred journey through a unified and living universe whose purpose is to support the
emergence of self-organizing beings and communities at every scale.

The Global Communications Revolution

It is our ability to

It is our ability to communicate that has enabled humans to evolve from tribal societies to the

communicate that

verge of a planetary civilization. Because we are in the midst of an absolutely unprecedented

has enabled humans
to evolve from

increase in the scope, depth, and complexity of global communications, the impact of the
communications revolution on our future will be equally unprecedented. The raw power of these
new technologies is like nothing we have known before, as these examples show:

tribal societies to
the verge of a
planetary
civilization.

• a single advanced satellite or fiber-optic cable currently has the capability of sending the
entire Encyclopedia Britannica with all its illustrations every three seconds.41 “In another quarter of
a century these are likely to be . . . systems that could send the equivalent of the entire U.S. Library
of Congress in less than 10 seconds.”42
• the computing and communications industry “shows every sign of continuing its breathtaking
pace for at least one or two decades more (e.g., doubling performance every one or two years),
implying a revolution in capability every five to ten years.”43
• Internet growth has been extremely rapid and is anticipated to escalate from an estimated 40
million people who used the internet in 1996 to nearly 200 million by 1999, and then to 500 million
by 2001.44 By 2010, there will be an estimated one billion people continuously connected to the
World Wide Web.45 Mark Pesce, writing about the internet, says that “it is not an overstatement to
frame the World Wide Web as an innovation as important as the printing press—it may be as
important as the birth of language itself . . . in its ability to completely refigure the structure of
civilization.”46
When a planetary scope of human connection is combined with the functional intelligence of
computers, a new level of human awareness and communication—a “global brain”—could
potentially emerge in which “billions of messages continually shuttle back and forth, in an evergrowing web of communication, linking the billions of minds of humanity together into a single
system.”47
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How soon might the emerging global brain achieve some sort of critical mass and turn on? One
important assessment comes from a report by the Institute for Information Studies:
The universal global telecommunications network will serve as the main . . . telecommunications
conduit for economic, social, cultural, and political exchange among the peoples of the planet
Earth in the 21st century. This network may start to come into place around the second decade of

4
INTEGRATION

the 21st century.48

The internet and
Expanding the reach of the internet will be hundreds of satellites that will be launched over the
next few years to form the infrastructure for a wireless communications system.49 With satellites and
cellular phone networks, developing countries will be able to bypass the need to “hard wire”
telephone lines strung along poles. According to Lester Brown, “it enables developing countries to

satellites are
weaving developing

literally leapfrog into the future, avoiding investment in traditional equipment and networks.”50 The

and developed

internet could also have a very positive impact on developing countries.51 For some people, it offers

nations into an

the opportunity of global telecommuting; there are now software programmers in India, for example,

integrated fabric of

who commute daily to work in Silicon Valley. For others, the internet offers tele-medicine— low-cost,
online, medical assistance even in remote areas of the world. The internet can also help isolated
groups find markets for goods and services, and empower local activists by linking them with
supporters across the globe. The internet and communication satellites are weaving developing and
developed nations into an integrated fabric of communication.
Combining all these communication trends, it seems likely that, within 10 to 20 years, the
human family will have in place the communications infrastructure that could support a quantum
increase in the collective intelligence—and the collective communication—of our species.
Like all powerful technologies, however, the tools of global communication present humanity
with profound choices. On the one hand, these tools could enable us to communicate with one
another about the design of a sustainable future; on the other hand, these are the primary
vehicles that are injecting a consumerist mentality and consciousness into the world’s psyche. At
present, we are programming the mass media for commercial success and our public
consciousness for evolutionary failure. Depending on the spirit and intention with which we use
these powerful communication tools, we will create radically different pathways into the future.
If the transformative power of global communication is combined with study circles and other
forms of grass-roots dialogue, then a local-to-global conversation could emerge that grows a
working consensus about a sustainable future.
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PATHWAYS

A Shift to Post-Materialistic Values: Choosing to Live
Sustainably
In the U.S., consumer purchases account for nearly two-thirds of economic activity. If a
significant percentage of Americans were to turn away from consumerism, the effects would be
dramatic, including enhanced social and spiritual satisfaction. Indeed, a new set of priorities is

At present, we are

emerging in the world, as shown by scientific surveys:

programming the

• a Spring 199852 survey by Environics International, Ltd. found that “majorities of people in the

mass media for

world’s most populous countries want sharper teeth put into laws to project the environment.” The

commercial success
and our public

survey report concludes: “Overall, these findings will serve as a wake-up call to national
governments and private corporations to get moving on environmental issues or get bitten by their
citizens and consumers who will not stand for inaction on what they see as key survival issues.”

consciousness for
evolutionary
failure. Depending
on the spirit and
intention with
which we use these
powerful

• The Health of the Planet survey, conducted in 24 nations by the Gallup organization in 199353
indicates there is “virtually world-wide citizen awareness that our planet is indeed in poor health,
and great concern for its future well-being.” The survey found that residents of poorer and wealthier
nations express nearly equal concern about the health of the planet, and there was little evidence of
the poor blaming the rich for environmental problems, or vice versa. Instead, there seems to be a
mature and widespread acceptance of mutual responsibility.
• Evidence of the beginnings of a global shift to “post-materialist” values emerges from the

communication

massive World Values Survey, conducted in 1990-1991 in 43 nations, which represent nearly 70

tools, we will

percent of the world’s population and cover the full range of economic and political variation. Over

create radically

the last 25 years, the study indicates that a major shift in values has been occurring primarily in the

different pathways

United States, Canada, and Northern Europe. In these societies, the earlier emphasis on economic

into the future.

achievement is shifting to post-materialist values that emphasize individual self-expression,
subjective well-being, and quality of life concerns. At the same time, people are placing less
emphasis on organized religion, and more emphasis on discovering their inner sense of meaning and
purpose in life.54
• A 1995 survey of Americans’ views on the issue of consumption suggests that a deep change
is occurring in the culture and consciousness of the United States.55 Commissioned by the Merck
Family Fund, the survey found that respondents’ deepest aspirations are non-material. Twenty-eight
percent of the survey respondents said that, in the last five years, they had voluntarily made
changes in their lives that resulted in making less money, such as reducing work hours, changing to
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“People express a strong desire for a greater sense of balance in their lives—not to repudiate

4

material gain, but to bring it more into proportion with the non-material rewards of life.”

INVENTION

a lower-paying job, or even quitting work. The most frequent reasons given for voluntary
downshifting were: Wanting a more balanced life (68 percent); Wanting more time (66 percent);
Wanting a less stressful life (63 percent). In summing up the survey’s findings, the report states,

• Paul Ray’s random national survey in 199556 found that there is a core group of roughly 10
percent of the U.S. population (roughly 20 million adults) who are choosing to live in a way that

A flood of creative

integrates a strong interest in their inner or spiritual life with an equally strong concern for living

invention could

more in harmony with nature. As a group, these people are living more simply, working for ecological

occur over the next

sustainability, and willing to pay the costs for cleaning up the environment. They also are largely
unaware of one another and feel relatively isolated.
• Finally, a growing interest in “socially responsible business and investing” ($2.3 trillion per
year in the US market alone57) as well as philanthropy ($212 billion in 2001 in the US alone58) indicate
an emergence of new values about the use of private wealth to create a better world. In writing about
“Strategies for a Sustainable World” in The Harvard Business Review, Professor Stuart Hart states,
“Over the next decade or so, sustainable development will constitute one of the biggest
opportunities in the history of commerce.”59
A flood of creative invention could occur over the next generation if supported by the market
forces and a new consumer consciousness. Such innovations (again, with a principal focus in the
U.S.) would be accelerated by economic innovations such as:
• Investing pension and insurance funds in sustainable technologies and industries;
• Rezone cities for eco-villages and sustainable neighborhoods;
• Mobilize the internet to help people find the tools, knowledge, and skills needed to recreate
their lives for sustainability;
• Change the tax laws to favor sustainability;
• Shift from production of things to services, according to principles of “natural capitalism”;
• Redefine business success through creation of revised accounting standards.
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4
LOVE

Reconciliation and Transformation of Relationships
There is a fourth contextual factor with the power to transform our collective initiation from an
evolutionary crash into an evolutionary bounce: the conscious respect and regard for others that
ultimately comes from a foundation of love.60 Love is an invisible, transformative power that is
impossible to quantify and measure. Yet it brings the possibility of forgiveness, and it heals

the deepest
difference between
optimists and
pessimists is their
position in the

relationships. In their book Beyond the Limits, Donella Meadows and the other authors looked at
human attitudes toward the future and reached the striking conclusion that “the deepest difference
between optimists and pessimists is their position in the debate about whether human beings are
able to operate collectively from a basis of love.”61
A world divided against itself is a recipe for global collapse. A hallmark of the emerging era
could be the reconciliation and healing of many fragmented relationships: between men and

debate about

women, between races and ethnic groups, between humans and the rest of life on Earth, between

whether human

religious groups, between the rich and the poor, and between generations. Unless we bring these

beings are able to

divisions into our collective dialogue about our common future, it seems unlikely that we will pull

operate

together as a human family.

collectively from a

Reconciliation does not mean forgetting the suffering and injustices of the past; rather it means

basis of love.

not letting the past stand in the way of opportunities for the future. When injustices are collectively
acknowledged and realistic remedies sought, all parties are freed from the need to continue blaming
and feeling resentful and can focus instead on cooperating to build a better future. It is promising to
see how, around the world, humanity is beginning to bring a spirit of reconciliation to gender, racial,
religious, and ethnic relations. Many important examples exist, including: South Africa’s Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, Australia’s “Sorry Day” to express people’s regret and shared grief for
the tragic treatment of the Aboriginal people by European settlers.
One of the most fundamental revolutions of our times is the changing relationship between
women and men. Because the relationship between men and women is so basic to the human
experience, a shift in gender relations from domination to partnership dramatically increases
humanity’s potential for living more cooperatively and sustainably. As Susan Davis, former executive
director of the Women’s Environment and Development Organization, states:
Gender equality is not a luxury. It’s not an after thought. It is a prerequisite for anything that
can be fashioned and (legitimately) called sustainable development. We’re talking not just about
ending oppression. We’re talking about unleashing leadership, creativity, and real wisdom. We
will not get there without achieving gender equality.
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underway for decades; innumerable non-profit organizations are working on behalf of the many

4

different components of the global ecosystem—from rainforests and migrating birds to eco-tourism,

RECOGNITION

Ecological reconciliation means living in harmony with the entire community of life on Earth. We
are today in a race between massive extinction and taking our first steps toward a conscious
relationship with the larger community of life. At the grass-roots level, a quiet revolution has been

sustainable energy, organic agriculture, and eco-villages. In addition to taking action to stop
destruction, an increasing number of efforts are generating spiritual rituals and prayer to reconcile
with the life forms that we humans have been destroying.
Enormous and growing disparities exist between the rich and the poor. At the same time, there
is a growing recognition that living sustainably will require that these economic differences be
narrowed and that a reasonable, minimum standard for economic well-being for all people be
established. Economic reconciliation implies that wealthier people and nations will begin to simplify
the material side of life voluntarily and shift increasing energy and attention into both non-material

recognition that
living sustainably
will require that
these economic
differences be

growth and assisting developing nations. Numerous surveys show that there already exists

narrowed and that

considerable sympathy in developed countries for more sustainable ways of living and that, in the

a reasonable,

U.S., a small but significant part of the public is experimenting with simpler ways of living.

minimum standard

Philanthropy is one direct way by which individuals are able to take personal, voluntary action

for economic well-

toward economic reconciliation. In 1997, $143.5 billion was contributed in the United States in

being for all people

private philanthropy (this figure rose to $212 billion by 2001.) Individuals gave $109.26 billion in

be established.

philanthropy, representing 1.6% of total personal income. In U.S. alone, there are 170 billionaires.
Today’s wealthy have a distinctive opportunity to use private, voluntary philanthropy more
strategically and aggressively to create a sustainable world for future generations. Recent major
commitments from billionaires Ted Turner and George Soros can be viewed as setting important
examples for world-changing philanthropic leadership.
The communications revolution makes the world a much more transparent place, creating new
opportunities for reconciliation. When the media bring injustice and violence before the court of
public opinion—we may see a marked shift toward greater justice and harmony in human relations.
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4
RECONCILIATION

A Global Opportunity
The four contextual factors that we have just examined are powerful enough to transform great
adversity into even greater opportunity. They are essentially invisible and have to do with who we
are as human beings, rather than technological “fixes.” Together they may bring a new “common
sense” into the world—a new sense of reality, identity, and social purpose that humanity can hold in

Philanthropy is one
direct way by which
individuals are able
to take personal,
voluntary action

common as a foundation for a workable and meaningful future.
When these four contextual factors are combined with one another and with important new
technologies (such as fuel cells, micro-turbines, and solar cells) and approaches to production (such
as alternative farming techniques, urban greenhouses, industrial ecologies as closed systems, and
telecommuting), it seems clear that we have the real opportunity to achieve an evolutionary bounce.
But what happens when adversity trends intersect with opportunity trends?

toward economic
reconciliation.
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4
INVISIBLE
The four contextual
factors that we have
just examined are
powerful enough to
transform great
adversity into even
greater opportunity.
They are essentially
invisible and have to
do with who we are as
human beings, rather
than technological
“fixes.”
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5
REALITY
beneath the
complexity of

Initiation: The Coming
Evolutionary Inflection

While recognizing that sincere disagreements exist, the conclusion reached in this report is that
beneath the complexity of different trends and forces, a
simple reality is at work: humanity is on a collision course
with nature and our own human nature. Whether the
collision occurs is our choice. The exact timing of the full
encounter is unclear. Many of the adversity trends and
transformational forces considered in this report seem to

different trends

reach critical thresholds in the decade of the 2020s.

and forces, a simple

Difficulties that may seem relatively isolated (such as

reality is at work:

climate change, poverty, water shortages, species extinction, and the depletion of cheap oil) seem

humanity is on a

likely to coalesce into a tight and unyielding web. The result would be a whole-system crisis. Like

collision course
with nature and

a rubber band stretched to its limits, our planetary system will likely be stretched to its limits,
becoming inflexible and brittle, losing its elasticity and ability to cope with more disruptions. This is
a condition ripe for breakthrough and transformation.

our own human
nature.

The irony is profound—we are initiating ourselves. Our own actions are rebounding back upon
us and are creating the circumstances that will initiate us into planetary consciousness and
responsibility. Our historic behaviors are now the catalyst for global changes that are, in turn,
spurring us on to new heights of evolution – to discover a new and larger possibility for life.
This process seems to be further awakening the potentials described by our scientific
designation as a species—homo sapiens sapiens. Technically, we are more than sapient or “wise,”
we are sapient sapient or “doubly wise.”62 Where animals “know,” humans “know that we know.” In
that subtle but profound extension of consciousness, a revolution has occurred that is transforming
the Earth. Teilhard de Chardin describes this in his book The Phenomenon of Man. He says that,
when the first living creature consciously “perceived itself in its own mirror, the whole world took a
pace forward.”63 The capacity for self-observation or double wisdom is not a trivial enhancement of
evolutionary potential. It is an explosively powerful capacity that has given a supercharged boost to
the evolutionary process. “The being who is the object of his own reflection, in consequence of that
very doubling back upon himself, becomes in a flash able to raise himself into a new sphere.”64
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advance because it enables us to take charge of our behavior with greater clarity and intentionality.

5

When the human family consciously recognizes the damage we are doing to our biosphere and our

KNOWING

Turning from the personal to the collective, when a group “knows that it knows,” it has the
ability to be self-observing and to take responsibility for its actions. The ability to observe or witness
our knowing collectively—as a tribe, nation, or entire species—represents a powerful evolutionary

future—when we “know that we know” unambiguously—we will then cross the threshold into our
time of initiation and the quest for a new adulthood.
To move successfully toward the evolutionary bounce, we must identify a sustainable direction,
gain sufficient speed to match the swiftly changing situation, and pursue strategies and tactics that
cause changes of adequate scope and depth, to effect the evolutionary adaptation required in the
next generation.

When the human
family consciously
recognizes the
damage we are doing
to our biosphere and
our future—when we
“know that we know”
unambiguously—we
will then cross the
threshold into our
time of initiation and
the quest for a new
adulthood.
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6
HUMANITY

Conclusion

This report began by looking at the story of humanity’s journey. For roughly 50,000 years, we have
been on a purposeful journey that has required that we
consciously separate from nature in order to develop our
unique capacities. That path of individuation and
differentiation is generating a global rite of passage for

There is substantial
reason to believe
that humanity
can make this
evolutionary leap

humanity that, in turn, may open up a new evolutionary
opportunity—consciously reconnecting with the natural
world and with one another to create a sustainable and
meaningful future for the community of life on Earth.
There is substantial reason to believe that humanity can make this evolutionary leap forward.
We have the means and the opportunity. The motivation to make this happen is up to us. We are the

forward. We have

leaders that we have been waiting for. We are the social innovators and entrepreneurs that we

the means and the

have been seeking. We are the ones who are challenged to self-organize and pull ourselves up by

opportunity. The
motivation to make

our own bootstraps.
Our time of initiation is not an evolutionary failure, but is a result of our great success. We are

this happen is up

entering a time of great opportunity—and great peril. In the coming generation, a momentous

to us. We are the

initiation and a great turning will occur with consequences that will reverberate into the deep

leaders that we have

future. Future generations will look back on the legacy of these years and reflect on how this

been waiting for.
We are the social

generation met the challenge of living through one of the most stressful, turbulent, exciting, and
important times in human history.

innovators and
entrepreneurs that
we have been seeking.
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